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Present: Kristeen Anderson, Suzanne Bardouche, Rhonda Bjurlin, Frank Blalark, Sheryl 

Bolstad, Danielle Bordeleau, Brad Bostrom, Angela Bowlus, Earlene Bronson, Sara Cannon, 

Laurel Carroll, Lolita Davis Carter, Amber Cellotti, Agnes Chagani, Carolee Cohen, Jennifer 

Decker, Dan Delaney, Tim Dicks, Jessie Eastman, Eric Eklund, Tina Falkner, Renae Faunce, 

Vicki Field, Bonny Fleming, Carol Francis, Jennifer Franko, Wendy Friedmeyer, Kate Gallagher, 

Laurie Gardner, Jan Goodno, Kit Gordon, Jeremy Hernandez, Constance Hessburg-Odland, 

Kim Hindbjorgen, Chris Holland, Lisa Hubinger, Sarah Ihrig, Linda Jagerson, Jill Johnson, Sue 

Johnson, Bri Keeney, Sarah Kussow, Aileen Lively, Jo Ellen Lundblad, Carla Mantel, Nate 

Meath, LeeAnn Melin, Heidi Meyer, Emily Mraz, Margo Mueller, Nan Nelson, Ingrid Nuttall, Matt 

Nuttall, Margie O'Neill, Laurie Pape Hadley, Heather Peterson, Julie Prince, Ann Rausch, Lonna 

Riedinger, Genny Rosing, Jim Rowan, Cindy Salyers, Mary Ellen Shaw, Deanne Silvera, Ted 

Skogman, Kate Sophia, Susan Suchy, Ali Suehle, Nathan Tesch, Georganne Tolaas, Dean 

Tsantir, Sue Van Voorhis, Anita Wallace, Susan Westacott, Lisa Wiley, Ellyn Woo 

 

Undergraduate education (9:30-10:30 a.m.) 
 

October minutes 

There were no changes to the October minutes.  

 

Announcements: 

Julie Selander handed out a flyer advertising the fifth annual Student Veterans Appreciation Day 

on Thursday, November 10. The program features remarks by President Kaler followed by a 

free chili lunch. All are invited to promote and attend the event.  

 

Terri Tuzinski asked for assistance in encouraging instructors to enter complete course 

information in the Course Guide. Having a syllabus uploaded as early as possible helps 

Disability Services with document conversion for students with print disabilities. If anyone has 

suggestions for how ASR can better communicate this need or work with faculty to increase 

participation, please contact Terri (t-tuzi@umn.edu), Ingrid Nuttal (ingridn@umn.edu), or Kate 

Sophia (ksophia@umn.edu).  

 

Dan Delaney followed up on a question asked at a previous RAC meeting regarding the timing 

of when students lose access to their University email account. If the student has graduated, 

they are entitled to keep it indefinitely so long as they actually log into the University system to 

access the account (i.e., they don’t have the account forwarded). If the student has not 

graduated, the account is deactivated a year after their last enrollment (when they actually took 

courses). This may affect students on a leave of absence.  

 

Student health benefit update – Sue Jackson, Jolene Johnson, Duncan Okello (Boynton) 

Sue Jackson presented on a more comprehensive health insurance waiver for students as of 

fall 2012. This new procedural change means that students who do not have verifiable health 
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coverage will be automatically charged for the University’s plan through Boynton. Most students 

plans will be electronically verifiable. A very small percentage of students will need to obtain a 

certificate of coverage from their provider. Once verified, the student will have a waiver from the 

University plan for two years. This is the procedure that has been successfully in place for AHC 

students for a number of years.  

 

Jolene Johnson presented the communications plan for this change. The week after 

Thanksgiving, a letter will be sent to parents of students on all campuses. [Editor’s note: based 

on feedback from this meeting and in meetings after, text of the letter substantially changed. 

The updated version is attached.] Targeted emails to all students will be sent in early spring. 

They are working closely with ASR, Admissions, OIT, OSA, and the Parent Office.  

 

Ingrid Nuttall said that the most important thing for students to know is that if they have 

coverage, it will be to their benefit to enter their insurance information properly the first time so 

that it can be electronically verified.  

 

Someone indicated that they register their students and asked how those students could enter 

their information. Julie Selander said that there is a health plan coverage quick link on the One 

Stop home page.  

 

Someone noted that OFYP tells students to bring their insurance information with them to 

orientation and asked what specifically they would need. Sue Jackson said they would need the 

insurance company’s name and phone number as well as the student’s member number.  

 

Someone suggested that the advisor list should be added to the list being communicated with. 

She also suggested that there be very explicit instructions on where to find the needed 

information on the insurance card.  

 

There was some discussion about the concern of how long it can take for insurance companies 

to provide the information and that might cause billing problems for students. Sue Jackson said 

that it is possible to allow an extension to students who indicate one is on the way. Duncan 

Okello said that 90-95% of students are covered by plans that will verify coverage electronically. 

Others will fax the document right away. They are hoping that the total number of students who 

will be required to submit a paper certificate will be 1,000-2,000. He also indicated that in the 

AHC, they had no problems with incoming freshman. The challenge was with students who 

were already entrenched in the old system.  

 

Heather Peterson asked if there would be a web page explaining the process (similar to the 

AHC page). Sue Jackson indicated there would be.  

 

How the Class Scheduling Distribution Summary can help schedulers – Sarah Kusso & 

Nate Meath 

Sarah Kussow recapped the new scheduling policy stating that each college can have a 

maximum of 3% of total class hours in any one block of class time.  



 

Nate Meath demonstrated the Class Scheduling Distribution Summary and how it can illustrate 

class demand for each college in the context of the 3% rule. This tool can be found under 

“Scheduling tools” on the Office of Classroom Management scheduling page. After selecting a 

college (department is optional), one will see the Tuesday/Thursday demand and a grid showing 

demand based on standard A times. All of the metrics are in class hours.  

 

The summary shows the big picture as well as the individual classes. It is ok if individual 

departments are over 3% in any given time slot so long as the college as a whole is within the 

3% rule.  

 

Suzanne Bardouche asked if one could select more than one college at the same time. Nate 

Meath said no. Suzanne then asked how the summary works with courses that are cross-listed. 

Nate said the course would be listed with the parent college. Suzanne then asked if the entire 

campus could be viewed at one time with this tool. Nate said no, because the policy is applied 

at the college level, not the campus level. He said that perhaps another web page could be 

developed to display that kind of information.  

 

Someone asked what happens when a college exceeds 3% in a time period. Nate Meath said 

that the tool will help facilitate the discussion that will take place with the college. Sarah Kussow 

said that the scheduling team will monitor scheduling and will see when colleges exceed 3%. 

The college contacts will be contacted directly and will be asked which departments do they 

want to ask to move classes. The tool will help them see which sections could be moved to 

other times.  

 

Nate Meath noted that the data is refreshed overnight. Schedulers have reported they like the 

tool and can bring it to their department head to show them the class demand.  

 

Questions can be sent to ocmsched@umn.edu.  

 

Student communication update – Bill O’Connor 

Bill O’Connor provided an update to a presentation given a year ago regarding student 

communication. When Undergrad Update was launched, they wanted to be careful that they 

weren’t creating “another place to need to update information.” To avoid that, a form was 

created (z.umn.edu/ugcontent) where content could be submitted for the undergraduate portal 

(MyU), the Undergrad Update, and other engagement communication tools (Facebook, blog, 

etc.) 

 

The undergraduate portal is a highly-used vehicle. When class is in session in fall and spring 

semesters, log-ins per week are consistently in the high 20,000s. Bill said that unlike in years 

past when they needed to wait until spring to launch the new class portal, the class of 2016 

portal will launch this month.  
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The Undergrad Update has also been warmly received by both content providers and students. 

It is mailed every two weeks (once a month in summer). The average unique click rate for each 

edition is 28.8%.  

 

Content providers can be added to z.umn.edu/ugcontent. To sign up to receive the Undergrad 

Update, visit undergrad.umn.edu/update. To provide feedback, email ugupdate@umn.edu.  

 
 

Graduate education (10:30 a.m.-noon) 
Announcements 

Heather Peterson repeated Julie Selander’s announcement about the Student Veterans 

Appreciation Event. 

 

Updates 

Student Health Benefit update 

Sue Jackson and Jolene Johnson repeated their presentation.  

Someone suggested adding the DGS assistants to the list of people to keep informed about the 

process.  

 

Avow (i.e., transcript ordering system) update 

William Dana announced that development was underway for a new online official transcript 

request system. This system will work for students even if they do not have (or do not know) an 

Internet ID and password. Another benefit of the new system is certified PDF transcripts. When 

the system goes live, transcript processing for online requests for all campuses will be handled 

at the Twin Cities campus 

 

Dean Tsantir asked if the PDF transcripts used Blue Ribbon technology. When William 

confirmed that they do, Dean commented that the technology isn’t compatible with Apply 

Yourself. Frank Blalark said that the vendor is working on that issue.  

 

Someone asked what the process would be like. William Dana responded that it will be very 

much the same as it is now and that there will be a demonstration at the December meeting.  

 

Committee workflow 

Heather McLaughlin reported that the next process to be automated is committee. This process 

is still in the very beginning steps. People will be contacted soon to participate in the user 

advisory workgroup for this process.  

 

PCAS 

Travis Trautman said that data for 320 programs has been entered into PCAS with the 

expectation that data entry will be complete close to Thanksgiving. They are currently working 

on a process to communicate how to review data. 
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UM Reports 

Kristeen Anderson reported that all graduate UM Reports are back into production. She thanked 

Cindy Salyers and others in OIT for all of the work they did to get it done. Contact Kristeen 

(ander303@umn.edu) if you encounter quirks or issues when working within the reports.  

 

Graduate education communication update 

Ingrid Nuttall reported on meetings held to discuss the possibility of having a parallel 

communication to the Undergrad Update for graduate students. About 30 people in total 

attended the two meetings. In general,  people thought it was a good idea to have a central 

location for financial aid, events, etc. One concern voiced was that some departments already 

have this kind of communication and a new communication vehicle would water down or add to 

those communications. Another concern is that this would be just another email and students 

already receive email. If this idea moves forward, it would have to be with the understanding 

that it would have to cut down on email from other sources. COGS and GAPSA would be able 

to use it so they could cut down on their emails going out.  

 

There would have to be a transition plan so students would know where to go for information. 

There was one person who said they would like to tell students there are two things they need 

to read (this new communication + what they send). Another concern was if this was for all 

graduate + professional students. As long as there was a strong transition plan, this might be 

worth it for everybody. We are going to start working on a plan to start working on creating this 

communication. The graduate education transition is driving the demand for this communication.  

 

Checking our communication assumptions – Ingrid Nuttall 

Ingrid Nuttall told the group that the current way ASR is approaching communication to faculty is 

that ASR communicates with contacts within the colleges and relies upon them to distribute the 

information as needed to faculty. She asked the group if this was the correct way to approach 

this kind of communication.  

 

Several people indicated that if the communication sounded like it needed to go to faculty, they 

would assume that the information had reached them in some other way. They said that they 

did not consider themselves the primary person to communicate with faculty.  

 

Ingrid Nuttall mentioned the example of the communications regarding the completion of the 

registration exceptions automation. In that instance, the communication was sent to college 

contacts and was explicit in asking that it be shared with faculty. She asked if that method was 

appropriate. 

 

Jessie Eastman said that most of the information about graduate education processes has 

always come from her and will always come from her. Several people agreed stating they would 

rather it come from them so they know that the faculty received it.  

 

Another person asked how would the collegiate level be communicated with. Ingrid Nuttall said 

that there had been a blog that pointed to the websites of both ASR and the Graduate School, 
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but the blog had fallen away. She asked if the blog was regularly updated with timely 

information, would people go there or would they rely on email. Some people indicated they 

would prefer the blog while others would prefer email. Some said it would depend on the 

content of the blog. 

 

One person indicated that the most difficult thing for her was learning about policy discussions 

before it was too late. Ingrid Nuttall indicated that information could easily be included in the 

blog. Tina Falkner said she would check on it.  

 

Several people would want to know when the blog would be updated so they could build 

checking it into their routine.  

 

Best practices discussion – John Vollum 

John Vollum reported on the results of the survey regarding sharing best practices for graduate 

education processes. The good news is that there was at least one person who was willing to 

share a best practice for each process included on the survey. John asked if there were any 

processes not listed. Jessie Eastman said student placement.  

 

John Vollum indicated that the next step in the process is facilitating the exchange of 

information. This can include discussions at RAC meetings and brown bag sessions. Sue Van 

Voorhis encouraged those who volunteered to share to not be nervous and lead the discussion.  

 

Project status – John Vollum & Matt Nuttall 

A handout on project scope for graduate education was distributed (attached). John Vollum said 

that things are moving at a fast pace.  

 

Someone noted that they did not see the degree program form on the handout. John Vollum 

said that the degree program form is broken out into its components. Matt Nutall said that the 

coursework portion of that form is not in the scope of the project because they have yet to find a 

solution that is better than the paper process.  

 

Matt Nuttall said that it is important to move the data related to these processes. While it’s not 

important to know the names of the tables, it is important to know that the data is being moved it 

in case something goes wrong. Processes going forward are going to be dependent on the 

information in the tables. The first item of importance is the maintenance of DGSs and Plan 

Level Coordinators. A Plan Level Coordinator has traditionally been called a DGS assistant. 

Because not every unit has a DGS or a DGS assistant, there needed to be a role for processes 

to be routed to. “Plan” was the most accurate term to use because of the scope of what 

happens locally and who does what. These two roles will also be related to security and 

communications. 

 

Admissions policies discussion – Tina Falkner 

As the discussion was opened, one person noted that the policy didn’t seem much different than 

current practice. Tina Falkner noted that it wasn’t intended to be. Currently, they are aiming to 



take the procedure out of the policy so that changes in procedure can happen without needing 

to go through the process of changing the policy. 

 

One person indicated that they would like to see some clarification about how deferred 

admissions work with dual degree students.  

 

One person asked why there isn’t a TOEFL standard for the University. Tina Falkner replied that 

there is a standard if the student would be interfacing with other students. Someone else noted 

that it would be nice to have somebody other than the program set the standard for TOEFL. 

Vicki Field said that there would be guidelines available. Dean Tsantir said that the ESL counsel 

(the campus ESL experts) will meet periodically and look at the scoors to see if they are 

acceptable. Tina Falkner said this could be put in the policy FAQ. 

 

One person asked if no more communication would come from the Graduate School once a 

decision was put into Apply Yourself. Dean Tsantir said that the communication comes out of 

Apply Yourself and that most colleges want the Graduate School to handle all of the denial 

letters. Tina Falkner said that there was discomfort with having the official letter come from the 

Graduate School. They wanted the official letter to come from the program.  

 

One person asked if the provision allows undergraduates who have not completed their degree 

to start work on their graduate program. Tina Falkner said that there are some programs that 

allow the student with (seven or fewer credits to complete) to finish their undergraduate degree 

in the first year of the program. Other than those specific programs, no. This is not new, it is part 

of the Graduate School constitution.  

 

Someone asked if there was an update on the progress to degree policy. Vickie Field said that it 

had not yet gone to SCEP. Tina said that until there is a new policy, students admitted now 

would need to follow the current rules.  

 

Adviser workflow discussion – Robert Bode & Heather McLaughlin 

Robert Bode said that the adviser workflow is the first in a series of projects that will take parts 

of the Degree Program Form and converting sections of it into electronic workflow forms. This 

first workflow involves taking the section of the Degree Program Form for naming an adviser 

and combines it with other ways that adviser information is reported to the Graduate School to 

develop a consolidated way to report additions and changes to adviser information. 

To reach the point they are at now, a small user advisory group was formed and consulted, a 

survey (based on the findings from the advisory group) was sent to all plan level coordinators, 

and stakeholder meetings were held in the Twin Cities and Duluth.  

There were several potential workflow approaches considered, but a PLC-initiated process was 

ultimately decided upon because a the adviser assignment was usually the result of a 

committee decision or an advisor leaving/changing assignments. It is usually an internal 

process,  not the student saying “I want to change my advisor.” Sometimes the DGS was just 



assigned as the advisor and then it needed to be changed to the research advisor. The student 

making the change just wasn’t as common.  

They are still considering the idea of direct data entry into PeopleSoft, but want the workflow to 

complete that data entry 

Heather McLaughlin then presented a mock-up of the form. What is ultimately on the form is 

subject to change based on feedback from the advisory group and other stakeholders. There 

will be some instructions to reference when filling out form. The PLC’s information will be pulled 

based on login so who entered the information can be verified. The form captures day/time of 

the change. To identify the student, there is the option of entering student ID or internet. The 

student information will then be populated so the PLC can verify it. To enter a change, the PLC 

enters the advisor’s email address and their information will then be populated. If there isn’t 

already an advisor assignment, this is how initial assignment would be made. There has to be at 

least one advisor assigned, but there is the option of entering more. There is the option of 

sending a notification to advisors added/removed and the DGS. All notifications are optional and 

up to each program to determine their notification process. The PLC has to certify that the 

advisers they are assigning meet graduate education responsibilities AND meets collegiate 

requirements.  

Mary Ellen Shaw asked if this workflow would be available for use for departmental masters and 

graduate level certificate programs. Robert Bode said yes, as long as there is information in the 

database/PeopleSoft to support it. It will not be restricted by program.  

 

Someone asked how the student and adviser are identified. Heather McLaughlin said that 

student is identified by student ID or internet ID and adviser is identified by official email 

address. Someone else mentioned that they would prefer to have empl ID or Internet ID be the 

options for identifying advisers as they have that information readily available and not 

necessarily the official email address.  

 

Someone asked if it was possible to assign advisors in a batch (one form for multiple students 

with the same advisor). Sue Van Voorhis said not at this time. 

 

Someone asked how this would work for dual degree students. Heather McLaughlin said that 

the PLC selects the college and the plan for the student when making the assignment.  


